
Political Analysis II
Instructor: Adam Lauretig

Information

• Meeting: Tuesday/Thursday, 9:35-10:55 AM, Derby 0125
• Office: Derby Hall 3044
• Office hours: 11:00-12:00 Tuesday/1:00-2:00 Thursday, or by appointment
• Email: lauretig.1@osu.edu

Objectives

Through this course, I aim to give you a broad introduction to advanced social science research methodology.
Responsible citizenship requires that you have the ability to reason quantitatively—that is, that you can
assess empirical claims and adjust your beliefs in light of evidence. Statistics gives us the tools to engage in
this process rigorously. By developing advanced quantitative skills, you will learn to evaluate evidence with a
skeptical eye and to identify when others are trying to sell you an oceanfront property in Arizona.

My hope is that this course will also offer you the time to develop a desireable, marketable skillset. The era
of ‘big data’, ‘data science’ and ‘analytics’ means that academic institutions, private companies, research
centers, law firms, banks—you get the point—are all searching for employees with experience analyzing
data. Students who dedicate themselves to the material in this course will be able to claim facility with
statistical analysis and programming, which nearly any employer will find attractive.

Specifically, by the end of the semester you should be able to program proficiently in R, be comfortable
using generalized linear (regression) models, be able to load and manipulate data, employ simulation-based
methods to make statistical statements, and assess the appropriatenes and quality of statistical models.

Prerequisites

Before taking this course, you should have taken Political Science 3780 (‘Data Literacy and Data Visualization’)
and Political Science 4781 (‘Political Analysis I’), or equivalents.

I will be flexible in granting permission to students who have not taken both of those courses. It is, therefore,
incumbent upon you to honestly assess your own readiness. To thrive in this course, you should be familiar
with the R programming language, including the ggplot2 graphics package. You should also have a firm
grasp of algebra and simple statistics (sample statistics, tests for association, simple linear regression), and at
least a passing understanding of calculus (differentiation and integration).

If you are hoping to remediate any gaps, I recommend reviewing Chapters 1-2 (for R) and 4-5 (for statistics)
of Political Analysis Using R by James E. Monogan III. An electronic copy of the text is available for free
through the Ohio State library.

For a gentle reintroduction to algebra and calculus, I would highly recommend purchasing A Mathematical
Course for Political and Social Research by Will Moore and David Siegel.
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Support

I am available during my office hours and by appointment. If you have questions, e-mail them to me. If
I can answer quickly, I will resolve the issue over e-mail. If the problem is more involved, I may ask you
to come to my office. Please note: if you are e-mailing me regarding programming in R, you will need to
include a reproducible code that throws an error. We will discuss this when we talk about R.

How can I get help?

• Office hours
• PRISM:

– E-mail ps-prism@lists.osu.edu for an appointment
• E-mail me

Materials

Lecture slides, lab R scripts, and other sundry instructional materials will be posted to the Carmen site.

Software

You will need to install R and RStudio on your personal computer. Both are free and open source.

• To install R, visit http://www.r-project.org. For instructions on how to install R, see http://socserv.
mcmaster.ca/jfox/Courses/R/ICPSR/R-install-instructions.html.

• To install RStudio, visit https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/.

To use Rmarkdown, you’ll also need LATEX, which is available here:

• https://www.latex-project.org/get/, you can choose your operating system.
• The file to download is fairly large, so I would suggest downloading it on campus.

Why programming? Programming is a vital component to data analysis. Employers who want to hire
quantitatively-savvy graduates really want people who can apply statistical methods to real-world problems.
That requires you to know how to handle and process data, and how to apply statistical methods to those
data. If you want to be a sophisticated consumer or user of statistical methods, you need to get your hands
dirty seeing how data analysis works. If you want to become a serious data scientist, you should expect to
learn several languages.

Why R? We will be using the R programming language. There are many statistical programs (e.g., Stata, SPSS,
SAS), programming environment-languages (e.g., R, Matlab, Julia) and languages (e.g., C, C++, Fortran). R is
quite powerful, flexible and popular. By learning R, you will (a) know a language used by many academics,
institutions and firms; and (b) learn how to think like a programmer, which will serve you well in learning
other languages.

Text

There is a free required textbook for the course. The book is called Political Analysis Using R by James
E. Monogan III. You can access it for free using the OSU library if you’re connected on campus. (You can
download the book as a PDF and have perpetual access to it.) If you want a useful guide to background
mathematics, I would highly recommend A Mathematical Course for Political and Social Research by Will
Moore and David Siegel.
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Expectations

In general, I expect you to put considerable effort into this course. We will cover many topics and, at times,
will move quickly through material. If you put your full effort into this course, you will make it through in
good shape. By full effort, I mean:

• Ask questions! Clarify points of confusion whenever they arrive.
• Come to office hours! Don’t be afraid to seek help with material.
• Be professional! Arrive on time, pay attention in class, be aware of professional etiquette, submit

polished work. If you would not show an e-mail/homework/project to a potential employer, don’t
submit. I expect you to submit these in Rmarkdown, which I will introduce on our first day This is
a polished format which lets you integrate text with code, so that you will not have to worry about
screenshotting plots, or copy and pasting model output, you can do all your work in one document.

Grading

You will be evaluated on two basic criteria:

• Homework: 70 percent
• Examinations: 25 percent

The remaining 5 percent derive from “bonus” points. There will be many opportunities to earn bonus points
over the semester, and more than 5 points offered, but only the five highest count as part of your grade—i.e.,
you could at maximum earn a 95 percent in the course if you chose not to answer any bonus questions.
Additionally, there are a variety of extra credit opportunities which will be available throughout the semester
(separate from the “bonus” points). These will be added to the homework grade.

The grading scale for this course, per university guidelines, is as follows:

A 93+
A- 90-92
B+ 87-89
B 83-86
B- 80-82
C+ 77-79
C 73-76
C- 70-72
D+ 67-69
D 60-69
E <60

Homework

There are two categories of homework assignments. Problem sets concern theoretical and mathematical
material, and computational lab assignments concern programming in R.

Due dates for all assignments are firm. Assignments submitted after the deadline will not be accepted. If you
have a conflict, you must notify me a week before the assignment is due to discuss an extension. No other
extensions will be granted. I will drop your lowest problem set and your lowest lab assignment grade at the
end of the semester, including a missing homework if you have such. No extensions are provided for exams.

I encourage you to work with your classmates on assignments. Your submission, however, must be your
own. Identical answers will result in zero credit given on the entire assignment. If you do work with others,
just include a sentence at the end of a homework/lab indicating who you worked with.
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Problem Sets

I will assign problem sets throughout the semester. I will post such to Carmen, and each will be clearly
marked with a due date.

You must submit your problem sets as a PDF document. Homework submitted in any other format will
not be accepted. There will be an assignments tab on Carmen, and you can post your assignment there.

Lab Assignments

Lab assignments will accompany in-class lab sessions, where we will cover computational topics. In most
cases, there will be time after the session to work on the labs.

You must submit your lab assignment as a PDF from an Rmarkdown document, and include the .Rmd
file. Labs submitted in any other format will not be accepted. There will be a lab assignment tab on
Carmen, and you can post your lab assignments there.

Examinations

We will have one examination. The examination will be ‘take home’ and you will be permitted to consult
your own notes, and any course materials, for the examination. You will not be permitted to consult outside
sources, nor to work with your classmates. Copying from online resources, or shared answers between
students, is a violation of the policy on Academic Integrity and will be treated accordingly.

Outline

Week 1

Introduction, syllabus, and Rmarkdown introduction. R review.

Week 2

Review of linear algebra: scalars, vectors, and matrices. Basic matrix operations.

Videos

• Vectors:
– https://www.khanacademy.org/math/linear-algebra/vectors-and-spaces/vectors/v/

vector-introduction-linear-algebra
1. Vector intro for linear algebra, 6 minutes
2. Real coordinate spaces, 6 minutes
3. Adding vectors algebraically and graphically, 7 minutes
4. Multiplying a vector by a scalar, 6 minuts
5. [Optional] Vector examples, 25 minutes
6. [Optional] Unit vectors, 8 minutes

• Linear transformations:
– https://www.khanacademy.org/math/linear-algebra/matrix-transformations/linear-transformations/

v/a-more-formal-understanding-of-functions
1. A more formal understanding of functions, 16 minutes

• Vector multiplication:
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– https://www.khanacademy.org/math/linear-algebra/vectors-and-spaces/dot-cross-products/
v/vector-dot-product-and-vector-length

1. Vector dot product and vector length, 9 minutes
2. Cross product

Monogan chapters 1-4 (for review)

Week 3

Linear algebra, continued: Matrix multiplication and inversion; systems of linear equations using matrices.

Videos

• Matrices (Part 1)
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oGJTQCy4cQ&list=PLGR_7q6BJHQFbTCW995GhRY1AwWuWOvBH

1. Introduction to the matrix | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
2. Representing data with matrices | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
3. Scalar multiplication | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
4. Matrix addition and subtraction | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
5. Transpose of a matrix | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
6. Matrix multiplication introduction | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
7. Multiplying a matrix by a matrix | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
8. Multiplying a matrix by a column vector | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy

• Matrices (Part 2)
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oGJTQCy4cQ&list=PLGR_7q6BJHQFbTCW995GhRY1AwWuWOvBH

1. Is matrix multiplication commutative | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
2. Associative property of matrix multiplication | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
3. Identity matrix | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
4. Dimensions of identity matrix | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
5. Idea behind inverting a 2x2 matrix | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
6. Matrices to solve a system of equations | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
7. [Optional] Singular matrices | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
8. Matrix equations and systems | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy
9. [Optional] Solving the matrix vector equation | Matrices | Precalculus | Khan Academy

Note: You may need to go back and watch “Finding the determinant of a 2x2. . . ” and “Inverse
of a 2x2 matrix”

Lab: Matrices in R

Monogan chapters 1-4 (for review)

Due Tuesday: Lab Assignment 1

Week 4

Linear algebra, continued

Lab: Matrices in R

Monogan chapters 1-4 (for review)
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Week 5

The linear model, revisited: simple and multiple linear regression in matrix form; deriving the least squares
solution in closed form; inference from the linear model; central limit theorem

Videos

• Linear Regression
– https://www.khanacademy.org/math/statistics-probability/describing-relationships-quantitative-data/

regression-library/a/linear-regression-review
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fb1CNQT-3Pg
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeezdYISDlU
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-uW45FSsNQ

• Optional
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsVBBJRb9TE
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugd4k3dC_8Y
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ypgo4qUBt5o
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRZwrcPnmc4
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OvhLPS7rj4&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566&index=52
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIx2Oj5y9Q8&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566&index=53
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6OnoxctvUk&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566&index=57
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1HhUB3NP8g&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566&index=54
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RSTQl0bQuw&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566&index=55

Monogan chapter 6

Due Tuesday: Problem Set 1

Week 6

The linear model, advanced topics: Assumptions and violations; the Gauss-Markov theorem.

Lab: The linear model in R.

Videos

• Normal (Gaussian) distribution
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgtMWR3TFnY&index=19&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566

• Central Limit Theorem
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNm3M9cqWyc&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566&index=25
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXZ2O1Lv-KE&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566&index=26
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYd6wzYkQIM&index=27&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1twbrHel3o&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566&index=28

• Hypothesis Testing with OLS
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZV4ntLEPlU
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78YNvrsRzVw
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwpaTO43bgk
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3SgdIDyqkQ
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW82edXqMWw

Monogan chapters 6
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Week 7

The linear model, advanced topics continued: Dummy variables, interactions; transforming variables.

Lab: Preprocessing data, transforming variables

Videos

• Transforming variables
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HIcqQhn3vSM
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ6EhfenqNs

• Dummy variables
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7EyQwJahgw

• Interaction Terms
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScKL40dp8M4

• Optional
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yTui_LoSOc (starting at ~9 minutes)
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_rlt7x_hGE

Monogan chapter 6

Due Thursday: Problem Set 2

Week 8

The linear model, advanced topics continued: Prediction and forecasting; model comparison and selection. The
problem of multiple comparisons.

Simulation: Estimating uncertainty with simulation; ‘posterior’ parameter distributions; bootstrapping.

Lab: Simulation of the linear model in R.

Videos

• R2

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lng4ZgConCM&index=58&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566
• Prediction

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhsNiqvu0Vs
• Confidence and Prediction Intervals

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-sReSM887I
• Bootstrapping

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCXg64l9R_4

Carsey & Harden, Ch. 5

Week 9

Likelihood: Review of probability densities; parameter estimation via optimization; the Poisson and Binomial
examples; estimating the linear model via maximum likelihood

Videos

• Random Variables
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYdiKeQ9xEI&index=7&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566

• Probability Density Functions
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fvi9A_tEmXQ&index=8&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566
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• Binomial Distribution
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O12yTz_8EOw&index=9&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FI8xtVaI068&index=10&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKNpQ_KTXvE&index=11&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0ZgOGWUcJw&index=12&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566

• Expected Values
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j__Kredt7vY&index=13&list=PL1328115D3D8A2566

• Log-Likelihood
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddqny3aZNPY&index=43&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU

• Optional
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_dhPETvll8&index=40&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z582V53dfr8&index=41&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpHreXjtw1Q&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU&

index=42

Carsey & Harden, Ch. 2

Due Thursday: Lab Assignment 2, Problem Set 3

Week 10

Likelihood: Applied optimization; review topics to this point in the course.

Due Thursday: Lab Assignment 3

Week 11

Poisson count model: The link function; regressing a non-continuous and non-negative dependent variable.

Lab: Optimization in R; poisson regression

Videos

• Poisson Distribution/Regression
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zK3KpV3bx4
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-bMvccsn08
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtotMuVmOUM

• Optional
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3z-M6sbGIZ0
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jkr4FSrNEVY
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mNrsFr7P_A
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfynxwNqgfU

Monogan chapter 7, section 3

Due Tuesday: Problem Set 4

Week 12

Binary choice models: Logistic regression; estimation and interpretation.

Lab: Logit in R

Videos
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• Logistic Regression
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPCQZeGWJjw
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WflqTUOvdik
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNhogKJ_q7U
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX2sY2La4Ew -Optional
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAULhNrnuL4
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckkiG-SDuV8

Monogan chapter 7, section 1

Due Thursday: Lab Assignment 4, Problem Set 5

Week 13

Binary choice models, continued: Logistic regresison model evaluation; generating quantities of interest;
predicted probabilities; forecasting, simulation, uncertainty.

Lab: Inference, prediction, simulation for logit in R

Videos

• Logistic Regression
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ53tIDbvTM

• Optional
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-Fa6WzL60w
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cFYlMjEz-c
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RY31VsA67Uc&index=30&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFQo1Rttj6M&index=31&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0BH-5OGwBc&index=32&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgPhbVEbYqw&index=33&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU

Monogan chapter 7, section 1

Due Thursday: Lab Assignment 5

Week 14

Categorical and ordinal choice models: Generalizing logistic regression to multiple outcomes; ordinal dependent
variables

Lab: Multinomial and ordered logit in R

Videos

• Optional
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w_xf1uUQP4

Monogan chapter 7, section 2

Due Thursday: Lab Assignment 6, Problem Set 6
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPCQZeGWJjw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WflqTUOvdik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNhogKJ_q7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eX2sY2La4Ew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAULhNrnuL4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckkiG-SDuV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ53tIDbvTM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-Fa6WzL60w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cFYlMjEz-c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RY31VsA67Uc&index=30&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFQo1Rttj6M&index=31&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0BH-5OGwBc&index=32&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgPhbVEbYqw&index=33&list=PLwJRxp3blEvb7P-7po9AxuBwquPv75LjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7w_xf1uUQP4


Review for final

Assorted Topics, time permitting

Advanced topics: Causal inference; experiments, matching, regression discontinuity, missing data

Videos

• Propensity score matching
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0UU6trKR0E

• Regression discontinuity
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWRsYWSP3fM

• Regularized regression
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6IkPmPUIwI

• Missing data
– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlUdRVdT7iU

Monogan chapter 8, section 3

REQUIRED INFORMATION

Academic Honesty

It is the responsibility of the Committee on Academic Misconduct to investigate or establish procedures for
the investigation of all reported cases of student academic misconduct. The term “academic misconduct”
includes all forms of student academic misconduct wherever committed; illustrated by, but not limited
to, cases of plagiarism and dishonest practices in connection with examinations. Instructors shall report
all instances of alleged academic misconduct to the committee (Faculty Rule 3335-5-487). For additional
information, see the Code of Student Conduct.

Plagiarism of written assignments – using someone else’s words or ideas without proper citation - will not
be tolerated. If you are unsure whether your work meets standards of academic honesty, please feel free to
discuss your questions or concerns with me.

Disabilities

Students with disabilities that have been certified by the Office for Disability Services
will be appropriately accommodated, and should inform the instructor as soon as pos-
sible of their needs. The Office for Disability Services is located in 150 Pomerene Hall,
1760 Neil Avenue; telephone 292-3307, TDD 292-0901; http://www.ods.ohio-state.edu/.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0UU6trKR0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWRsYWSP3fM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6IkPmPUIwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlUdRVdT7iU
http://studentaffairs.osu.edu/resource_csc.asp
http://www.ods.ohio-state.edu/
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